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Abstract 
We study the Statements “NP = Co-NP” and “P = NP n Co-NP” and their possible inter- 
pretations in weak Systems of Arithmetic, in Order to relate them to nonstandard models of 
Arithmetic. 
0. Introduction 
Following the work of Mate [7], we established in [12] a characterization of 
NP # Co-NP in terms of nonstandard models of True Arithmetic (i.e. the theory of 
the Standard model FY). Since it may be easier to build models of weaker theories T, 
such as Buss’s Arithmetic, we focus in this Paper on the Statements “T proves 
NP = Co-NP” or “T proves NP n Co-NP = P” and keep the model-theoretical 
approach. 
In Buss’s extended language of Arithmetic, C,b-formulas correspond to NP-Sets, and 
IIF-formulas to Co-NP Sets. 
(1) So for a theory T, two possible interpretations of “T proves NP = Co-NP” are 
the following: 
(a) T p NP = Co-NP iff 
(b) T p NP = Co-NP iff 
iff 
(If T contains Buss’s theory Si, then these Statements imply NP = Co-NP.) 
for any CF-formula @, there is a IIY-formula Y such that 
Tl-@-Y. 
for any Ct-formula @, there is a finite sequence (Yyi: 
i < k) of IJ;-formula such that T l- Wi<k(~ctyli) 
for any model M of T, any X c M (parameter-free) 
definable in M by a Ci-formula is also (parameter-free) 
definable in M by a l-I;-formula. 
We extend [12] by giving a purely model-theoretical characterization of the second 
notion “T p NP = Co-NP”. 
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(2) Let ({e}: eEN) enumerate the functions which are computable in polynomial 
time, provably in Si, as defined in [2]. Then Buss’s theorem [l, 21 states that: For any 
Ct-formula @, 
(there is Y in IIF s.t. S: l- @ct Y) implies that 
(there is e < o s.t. Si + Vx (G(x)* {e}(x) = l), 
which we tan interpret as S: F @ E NP n Co-NP * Si p @ E P. 
We obtain the following: For any Ct-formula @, 
(there are kEN, (Yi: i < k) in IIF s.t. Sik ‘Wi<k(@++Yi)) implies that 
(there is e < o s.t. Si+ 3~ Vx (Q(x)* {e}((u, x)) = l), 
which we write as Si c @ENP n Co-NP * Sj p @E P. That is, in model- 
theoretical terms: If we tan show that a given ZE:-formula @ is equivalent in any model 
M of Si to a IT!-formula YM, then {n E N: N + Q(n)} belongs to P. 
Our formulation and model-theoretical approach are based on the ones in [2, Ch. 
51 and familiarity with this book is very helpful. 
1. BUSS’S Arithmetic 
We review some definitions and theorems of Buss’s Arithmetic which we did not 
give in [12] (see [l, 21). 
Definition 1.1 (BW Cl]). (a) (i) LO, the language of Bounded Arithmetic, is the 
language of Arithmetic (0, 1, + ,., < } plus the symbols 1 XI, Lx/2 J, x # y whose 
intended meanings are the following: 
1x1 = rlog,(x + l)] and x#y = 21x1’IyI. 
(ii) C,b = II: is the set of L,-formulas whose quantifiers are all sharply bounded 
(i.e. of the form Vx < 1 t (, 3x < 1 t 1, where t is a term of L0 not containing x). 
(iii) Zn+ 1 is the closure of IIj under v, A, Vx < 1 t 1, 3x < t. 
04 C+ 1 is the closure of Xi under v, A , Vx < t, 3x < 1 tj. 
(b) A formula @ is At relatively to some theory T if there exist two formulas @i in 
Ei and Q2 in IIF so that Tt- (@t,@1)~(@cr@2). 
Definition 1.2 (Buss Cl]). (a) Let @(u, x) be an LO-formula. LIND(@(u, x)) (LIND for 
Log-induction) is the sentence Vx Vu [(@(u, 0) A Vy < 1x1 (@(u, y) + @(u, y + 1))) -+ 
@(u, I4H. 
(b) BASIC is a finite set of axioms which (among other things) determine the correct 
meaning of 1x1, Lx/2 J, x#y. For ne N, Sn, = BASIC u (LIND(@(u, x)): @EC:}. 
IA0 is the usual induction scheme for bounded formulas of the language of 
Arithmetic. 
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Proposition 1.3. IJneN S; is a conservative extension of IA0 + Qx (xiXl exists). (One tan 
dejine the relation y = xz in IAO, and hence one tan also dejine y = 1 x /. So it makes sense 
to consider the Statement Qx 3y y = xlX’.) 
Let us denote the axiom Qx (XI” exists) by fiI. 
Proposition 1.4 (BUS Cl]). For any n > 1, S$! t- LIND(@(u, x)),for @ in Kl:. 
Some basic relations are AF relatively to Si: 
Proposition 1.5 (Buss Cl]). The relation u = xy is AF with respect to Si (more precisely 
there is a AF-relation having the inductive properties of exponentiation). 
(b) The relation bit(z, i) = u meaning that “the ith digit of z is u” is also Ay relatively 
to s:. 
There is a weak Xi-comprehension scheme in Si: 
Proposition 1.6 (Buss Cl]). Let @EX;. Then 
Si l- Qu Qy 3w [Qx < IyI (@(u, x)t+bit(w, x + 1) = l)]. 
Concerning the definability of computations in Buss’s Arithmetic, we will use the 
formulation and approach of [2] and refer to this monograph for all notions and 
proofs. 
Theorem 1.7 (Hajek and Pudlak [2, Theorem 4.18, Ch. 51). (a) There exists a CF- 
formula p such that, for any Cy-formula @, there is eE N such that 
Si t-Qx (@(x)c*p(e, x, 2’““)) 
So NP = {{nEN: IV+ p(e,n, 2’““)): eEN). 
(b) There exists a formula v, Ai relatively to Si, such that, for everyfunction f which 
is polynomial time computable, provably in Si, there is eE N such that 
Sj t- Qx,y (y = f (x)++v(e, x, y, 2’““)). 
One denotes v(e, x, y, 2’4’) by {e}(x) = y. 
If 0: is the set of functions from N to N which are polynomial time computable, 
then 0: = ((e}N: eE rV> (where (e}N = {(x, y)~ N2: RJ + v(e, x, y, 2’“‘“))). 
BUSS’S theorem 1.8. Let @EC; be such that Si E Qx 3y @(x, y). Then there is eE N so 
that Si t-Qx 3y @(x, {e}(x)). 
We will need later some technical results from the model-theoretical proof of this 
theorem; they will be inserted when needed. 
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2. What tan be meant by T !-“NP = Co-NP” 
SAT, the set of satisfiable boolean formulas in conjunctive normal form, is a classi- 
cal NP-complete Set. So NP = Co-NP is equivalent to the following Statement: 
“there exist k and a nondeterministic Turing machine M, such that for any Boolean 
formula F, (F does not belong to SAT) iff (M accepts F in time ) F Ik),>. 
If we consider the coded Version m, f of M and F, and if we formalize computation, we 
see that there is an arithmetic formula o so that 
NP = Co-NP o Ful+ 3m, k a(m, k). 
Peano Arithmetic, PA, is certainly strong enough to prove the NP-completeness of 
Satisfiability and the formalization of computation above, so one tan consider the 
successive weakenings: 
(a) For some m, k E IA, PA i- a(m, k) 3 PA p NP = Co-NP. 
(b) For some 1 E N, PA l- W,,,k<l o(m, k) z PA p NP = Co-NP. 
(c) PA k 3m, k a(m, k) s PA k NP = Co-NP. 
(d) Ful C_ 3m, k o(m, k) o NP = Co-NP. 
Then (a) a(b) a(c) * (d). 
Let us recall now Mate’s notion of partial extension: 
Definition 2.1 (MS [7]). Let M, N be two models of some Arithmetic theory T. 
One says that M is nicely included in N relatively to n E M if : 
(a) (xEM:M~x<2”lr,kEtV}GN, 
(b) +M and +N agree below 2”‘, for any k E N, .M and .N agree below 2”‘, for any 
kc N, and 
(c) M and N are identical up to n. 
Mat6 has obtained the following: 
Theorem 2.2 (Mit& [7, Theorem 21). Zf there exist M, N models of PA, such that 
(a) M is nicely included in N, relatively to n E M, 
(b) there is a &-Jormula so that, for sollte m < 2”, M + Q(m) and N k 1 Q(m), then 
PA # NP = Co-NP. 
We could not get the exact converse of his theorem, and had to consider the weaker 
notion PA p NP = Co-NP. But first, let us restate these notions, in Order to be able to 
work in theories as weak as Si. 
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We have 
FE SAT iff there is a truth assignment B such that B(F) = 1 
Let us work now with the codesf, b. It tan be checked that the corresponding relation 
“sat (f)” is Ct in Si. (The truth assignment b needs to be defined only on the variables 
off; hence there is a term t so that b d t(f). Also the Operation (f, b) N b(f) tan be 
computed in polynomial time, provably in Sj. So “b(f) = 1” is defined by a Ai- 
formula.) 
Hence instead of o(m, k), we consider the following (See Theorem 1.7): 5(e) =def Vf 
(lsat(f) t,p(e,f, 2’““)). So T p NP = Co-NP is now “there exists es N such that 
T t C(e)“, T p NP = Co-NP is now “there exists k E N such that T F Weck o(e)“, 
and T t- NP = Co-NP is now T F 3e o(e). 
Fact 2.3. Let Si c T (or at least let T interpret Si). TP NP = Co-NP iflfor any 
lI~-jiormula @, there is a Ct-formula Y such that T F- Vx (Q(x) e* Y(x)). 
Proof (From right to left). Since sat is Cr, b let @ be a Zl-formula such that T t-Vx 
(1 sat (x) c* a(x)). Then it suffices to apply Theorem 1.7(a) to @. 
(From left to right). Let us suppose that for some eE N, 
T l-Vj(lsat(x)c*p(e,f, 21/1’)). 
We omit the proof that the NP-completeness of SAT tan be shown in Sj; one has to 
make Sure that LIND@:) suffices to carry out all the arguments. 
So for any IIt-formula @, there is a function g whose polynomial time computabil- 
ity is provable in Si such that 
S: l-Vx (@p(x) ++isat(g(x))). 
Hence, for some rn~ N, 
T l-Vx [a(x) c-) 3y < 2’“lm (y = g(x) A p(e, y, 2’y”))]. 
By Theorem 1.7(b), we are done. 0 
Definition 2.4. Let Ext(C4) denote the closure under A and v of Ci u {sentences of 
L,} (here we allow sentences of any complexity). 
We tan express T p NP = Co-NP in different ways. 
Fact 2.5. Let Si c Tand (Y’i(x): i E N) be an enumeration of the Ct-formulas with one 
free variable. T p NP = Co-NP iflfor any lll-formula @, there is k E N such that 
T F_VVVX (G(X) ++ Yi(X)) 
i<k 
(*) 
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iflfoor any IIl-formula @, there is a formula Y in Ext(C1) such that 
T FVX (CP(x) 0 Y(x)) (**) 
ifffor any model M of T, 
(xy = (I-I?)“. (***) 
(By (Ct)M we mean the set {{xEM: M + Q(x)}: @(x)EZ~, parameter-free}, and sim- 
ilarly for (l-It)“.) 
Proof. The proof of the first equivalence is as in Fact 2.3. 
(*) *(**): Let us suPPose TkWi<,Vx (@(x)t,Yi(x)), with @(x)EH~ and 
Yi(x)Ex?, for i< k. Then Tt- v~C~(X)*Wi<,(Y~(x)~tly (@(y)ttYi(y)))]. 
( **) a ( ***): This is immediate, since for any formula Y(x) in Ext(Zl) and any 
model M, there is a Xi-formula Y,(x) such that M (= Vx (Y(x) t* Yv,(x)). 
(***) *( *): Let us assume that for any kEIV, T tj-WiCk vx (Q(X) +, yi(x)). This 
implies that TU {~(VX (D(x) c) Yi(X))): iE fW) is consistent. Hence there is a model 
M of T so that (Xi)” # (Ht)“. 0 
If M is a model of LO, then let log(M) be the set { (~1% XE M ). We tan Show the 
following: 
Theorem 2.6. (a) Let Tbe S:,for i 2 1, or IA, + 52,. Then T p NP = Co-NP iffthere 
exist two models M, N of T so that 
(1) M 3 N, 
(2) M G N and M is identical to N up to log(M), and 
(3) for some rn~ M and CP in u,,EwI Xi, M + l@(m) and N b Q(m). (M = N means 
that for any LO-sentence 0, M k 8 iff N k f3.) 
(b) Now let T be any theory containing IA,, + O1. Then T 9 NP = Co-NP zfthere 
exist two models M, N of T so that 
(1) M = N, 
(2) M is nicely included in N relatively to some n E M, and 
(3) for some m d 2” and a &-formula @ M b 1 Q(m) and N + Q(m). 
Proof. Both (a) and (b) tan be deduced from the following equivalence: Let T contain 
(or interpret) Si. 
(‘) T $ NP = Co-NP $f there exist two models M, N of T so that 
(1) M = N, 
(2) M is nicely included in N relatively to some n E M, and 
(3) for some m < 2” and @E&.~Z~, M k i@(m) and N j= Q(m). 
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Proof of (-) (from right to lef). Let M, N, n, m and @ satisfy (l), (2), (3) and let us 
assume that for any model M of T, (Ei)M = (lltf. One tan show by induction on the 
length of a formula Y in unsN Xi that there exists Y E Xi such that M + Y c* p: The 
only problematic step is the one treating the quantifier Vx < t(y). 
Let Y(y) = Vx < r(y) YO(x, y) where we assume that Y,,(x, y) is Xi (relatively to 
M). Since (Cl)” = (II t M Y,,(x, y) is also II: (relatively to M). Hence Y(y) is ) , 
II: (relatively to M). Again, since (Et)” = (II!)“, Y is Xi (relatively to M). 
So let 6~ Ci be so that M + @ t, 6. Since M E N, the same holds in N. Now 
because of the nice inclusion, the following is true for any Ct-formula 0: if b < 2”‘, for 
r E N, and M t= O(b), then N + e(b). This is checked by induction on the length of 0: 
(a) For the step “Vu < 1 t(y)l”, one uses (the induction hypothesis and) the fact that 
M and N are identical up to n (and hence up to nk, for kE N). 
(b) For the step “3~ < r(y)“, the inclusion {XE M: x < 2”“, ke hl} c N is also used 
in the argument. 
So M j= 6(m) implies N )= 6(m). But since N k @ c* 6, we got a contradiction. 
Hence necessarily T @ NP = Co-NP. 
(From lefi to right). Let us assume T f? NP = Co-NP. There must exist M /= T so 
that (Xi)” f (IIt)“. Let Y EC: be so that for no @E@, M )= Y c, @. 
In [12], we assumed the existente of Y E Cf so that for no 6 E II! , we had 
N (= Y c, 6, and derived the existente of two adequate models. So the idea is to adapt 
the arguments with a model of T, instead of a model of True Arithmetic. Hence let us 
recall first the line of the proof: 
(1) First we obtained a technical lemma of the form: for any k < w, N I= 3x, y 
Vr@pl< k [(satis(r@], x)+ satis(r@l, y)) A 1 ‘Y(x) A Y(y)] (where r 1 is a coding 
of Zt-formulas, satis is a satisfaction predicate and we make some abuse of notation). 
(2) So the right-hand side holds in any nonstandard model N of True Arithmetic. 
By applying the Statement to k = c in N, c > l+J, we deduced the existente of a, b in 
N so that, for any @ in Ct, 
N + (Q(a)-+ @(b))r\lp(a)r\ q(b). 
(3) The next step was to build, by a “semi” back and forth argument, and embed- 
ding h from N into itself so that 
- h(a) = b. 
_ h : (2l4”)N _+ (2’bl”)N, 
- h”(lal”)N = (Ibl”)N, 
(We use the notation h”x = {h(y): y EX}.) This produced the two required models. 
But there are three difficulties when the theory T is too weak: 
(a) The use of a C,-satisfaction predicate which is not defined when T is weak. 
(b) From the assumption “for any k E N, N j= G(k)“, we could deduce N l= Vx Q(x) 
where N is any nonstandard model of True Arithmetic, and hence N + a(c), for some 
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c > IV We could have reached the same conclusion by overspill. But again the 
formula @ being Xi, this is not possible if T is too weak. 
(c) Finally, in the back and forth argument, we used the recursive C1-Saturation of 
a nonstandard model of True Arithmetic (and the proof of this property is based on 
the existente of a C,-satisfaction predicate). 
So we will need to work a little more to solve these Problems. 
Definition 2.6. Given a model N and c E N, by [X!(c)]“, we mean the set {Q(x) E Zt: 
N l= @(c)J. 
We first get a lemma corresponding to Lemma 3.3 of [12]: 
Lemma 2.7. Let M k Tand let Y be an L,-formula which is not equivalent, relatively to 
M, to any lI;-formula. Then: 
(a) For any ke N, 
M l== 3x, Y /f/(Ae, x, 21x1’) -+Ae, y, 21yi’)) A (7 Yb) A Y(Y)) . 
e<k 1 
(b) There exist a model N of T, a, b, d in N such that [Zl(a)]N c [Cl (b)lN, 
N + 1 Y(a) A Y(b), and for any kE N, 2’“lk, 21b” -C d. 
Proof. (a) We argue by contradiction. If the Statement in question does not hold for 
some k E B, then as in [12], we get Z c 2k and a mapping ie I HAI, where Ai c k (we 
equate an integer with the set of its predecessors) such that 
This would imply that Y is equivalent in M to a IIi-formula, and hence a contradic- 
tion. 
(b) Let T = T u {p(e, a, 2 ‘““)- p(e, b, 21bf’): eeF+J} u {lY(a)r\ Y(b)} u {ZiuI” < d, 
21b” < d: kc IV}. 
By (a), P is consistent. Any model N of T will satisfy the requirements of (b). ??
We now introduce some notation: 
Notation. Let c E N. Then 
(c”)~ = {XC~ there iS kEN x <N ck>, 
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Lemma 2.8. Let N be a countable model of T, and let a, b, and d in N be such that 
[Xi(a)]” E [LCi(b)lN, N + 1 Y(a) h Y(b), andfor any ke N, 2’“‘“, 21bl’ < d. Then there 
exists a l-l homomorphism h (which is not onto) with respect to +N, .N, 1 IN and 
#N such that 
h . (2l”l”)N + (2l”l”)N, 
h”(lal”)N = (Ibl”)N and h(a) = b. 
Proof. We refer to the proof of Lemma 3.4 in [12] and give only the changes in the 
arguments. Let x. = a and y, = 6. 
Step 2n + 1: Let xo, . . ., xzn in (21aiN)N, and Yo, . .., y2” in (2’b’“)N be such that 
E(xo, .** 32.)IN 5 Cz(YoV.,Yz”)lN. (*) 
Let y2,,+r < Iblk, for some ke N. We want to find an x < lalk such that 
CZ(XO? . . ..xzn> x)lN E CZ(Y0, . . ..Y2”. Yzn+l)lN. 
For any mE fV, one tan Show that 
N + 3x < Ixolk N (p(e, (x,, . . . . xZn, x), 2”“o~~~~~“)~‘) 
e<fll 
+ Ae, (YO ) . . ..Y2”> yz,+r), 2’(Yo..+n+ I)ie)) 1 
(this is a consequence of the induction hypothesis ( *)). 
Now we would like to obtain this expression for m > N. We recall that 
(u 09 ..*,us) = (uo, (u,, . . ..u.>> and that Cantor pairing is (x, Y> = 
((x + y)(x + y + 1)/2) + y. Hence there exists some polynomial P, such that 
(u o,...,us) = P,(uo ,..., a,). 
There is r E: N so that, for any x < (x. jk, (xo, . . . , xLn, x) 6 2’““. So 2’(“~~~~~9”~~~“)~’ < d. 
In the same way ~I(Yo..~~~Yz~+ l)Ip < d. By Proposition 1.5, there is a Ct-formula 
+, zo, . . . . z2. + r, e) equivalent to u = 2~(‘~~~+~ + 1)“. So, for any mE f+J, we have 
Nt= 3x< 1x01~ Ve< m CF< ~(~(u,xo,...,x~~,x,~)AC~(~,(X~,...,X~~,X),U))) 
--+W-= d(~(~,yo,...,y2,+l,e)~~(e,(~~,...,~2n+~),~)))1. 
Let fi(e, d, zo, . . . , zZn+ 1) be the IE!-formula: 
We have 
N != 3 < 1x01~ Ve < m (H(e, 4 xo, . . ..xz~. XI+ P(e, 4 YO, ...,Y~~+~)). 
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Let EEM be arbitrary. By Proposition 1.6 (the weak Xi-comprehension scheme), 
there exists w in N such that 
NkVe<l4(&,4y0, . . ..yz.+i) t-t (bit(w, e + 1) = 1)). 
By Proposition 1.5, “bit” is a At-relation relatively to Si. Hence, for any mE N, we 
have N k @(m, d, xo, . . . . xZn, w), where @ is the Dt-formula: 
3x~~xo~kVe~m(~(e,d,xo,...,x~,,~)~(bit(w,e$-1)=1)). 
By fIt-LIND (Proposition 1.4), there exists s > hJ such that 
Nb @(s,d,xo,...,&,w). 
(If not, then for any x > N, l@(x, d, xo, . . . ,xZn, w) holds in N. Therefore 
NI=@(O,d,xo )..., X~“,W)Avx(@(X,d,xlJ ,...) XZn,W)-,@(X+l,d,xo >..., xzn,w)); 
let us take any u > lV, by LIND(@), we obtain that 
N k Wul, 4 Xo, . . ..XZn. w)., 
and resch a contradiction.) 
So we obtain the existente of x < JxoIk such that 
cZ(xo, ***,xz.> X)l” G CWYO, ..*,Yzn, yz.+m. 
Step 2n + 2: Let xO,...,xZn+r in (21UIN)N, y,, ...,Y~“+~ in (2’b’“)N be such that 
C~:1(X0,...,X2”+l)lN G t-G(Y 0,...,y2n+l)]N. Stippose we are given an xZn+2 < 2’“l” 
for ~ERJ; then we want to find y < 21bl” such that [X~(X,,...,X~~+~)]~ c 
CZ(Yo, *.., y,, + 1, y)lN. This time we tan show that for any rn~ hl, 
N k 3y < 21yOl* Ve < m (p(e, (xo, ...,x2n+2), 21(Xo9.~~9X2n+1)IP) 
-,p(e, (yo,...,y2n+l,y),21(Y~~~~~~y~~+~~y)~e)). 
We use the previous notation (even though it is not strictly identical since this time 
we have a (2n + 2)-tuple). We have 
N + 3y < 21yolk Ve < m (p(e, d, xo, . . ..X2”+2)-’ P(e, 4 yo, ...,Y~~+~, ~1). 
For E arbitrary, there is w in N such that 
N + Ve < 1~1 (p(e, d, xo, . . . ,xZnt2) *(bit(w, e + 1) = 1)). 
So we consider the Ei-formula 6(m, d, yo, . . . , yzn + 1, w): 
3y<21YolkVe< Im1 ((bit(w,e+ l)= 1)-)fi(e,d,yo,...,y2n+l,y)). 
Hence there is an s > fV such that N + @(s, d, yo, . . . , y2,,, w), and we are done. We tan 
set h(Xi) = yip for ie tV. 0 
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Claim 2.9. Let N be a model of T and let a, b in N be such that N )= 1 Y(a) A Y(b). Zf 
there exists a l-l homomorphism sending a to b, us described in Lemma 2.8, then there 
are two models A?, N of T such that 
~ $j=fi, 
- n;i is nicely induced in N relatively to (bi, 
~ R?+lY(b)andN+Y(b). 
Proof. Since we did not assume a > b, we will introduce a set of new constants: Let 
N = N, and let M = Range(h)u {c,: YEN and y > (21”I”)N}. We set: 
x +M cy = ch-‘(x)+,y if x E h”(21“rm)N and y > (21al”)N, 
x +M y = x f,.+y if x, yEh”(2ialN)N, 
cx +&f cy = cr+,y if x, y > (21a1M)N, 
and similarly for .M. 
The rest of the proof is as in [12]. M and N are isomorphic, hence we get 
MEN. 0 
Since T ff NP = Co-NP, there is a model M and a Zl-formula Y(x) which is not 
equivalent, modulo M, to any TI!-formula. So by combining Lemmas 2.7, 2.8, and 
Claim 2.9, we obtain the existente of the two required models. This completes the 
proof of ( .). 
Proof of Theorem 2.6(a) (From right to left). Let M and N be two models of T such 
that 
(1) M = N, 
(2) M c N and M is identical to N up to log(M), 
(3) for some rn~ M and Q, in UnEN Ei, M b 1 Q(m) and N + G(m). Then M is nicely 
included in N relatively to IrnjM (Iml” = Iml”). S o we tan deduce the result from (. ). 
(From left to right). Let N, a, b, Y E Xt and the homomorphism h be as in Lemma 
2.8. As in [12] Lemma 3.3(3), we tan assume a > b. 
(21”‘“)N is still a model of T. So we tan set M = h”(2’a’N)N and N = (2’“‘“)N. Since 
Ye LN Zn and a > b, we have (21““)N + 1 Y(a) and (21”l”)N /= Y(b). 
A? and (2“‘” )N are isomorphic under h and h(a) = b. Hence we get that M + 1 Y(b) 
and N + Y(b), h? = fi and M E N (as structures). Now log(M) = (1 bl”)N, so h; and 
N are identical up to log(M). This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.6(a). 
Proof of Theorem 2.6(b). From right to left is immediate from (.). 
From left to right: All we need to do is to convert the formula Y in UnEIuIEi into 
a &-formula (we recall that a CO-formula is a bounded formula of Arithmetic not 
allowing the extra Symbols 1 1, #). 
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Fact 2.10. Let IA0 + Q1 c T. For any formula @J in UnoRIZi, there exists a C,-formula 
6 and a term tp of L0 such that 
Tl- Vx (G(x) w 6(ts(x))). 
Theorem 2.11 (Bennett) (see [2]). Exponentiation is &de$nable in IAo. 
Proof of Fact 2.10. Since the relation x = 2Y is Eo, the relations x = 1 y(, x = y #z tan 
also be shown to be &. So the idea is simply to replace the new function Symbols by 
their definition. It is somewhat delicate and tedious to write this out properly, but we 
provide the arguments here: We check Fact 2.10 by induction on the length of the 
formula @ in lJnENXi: 
(i) Let @ be atomic. Then Q(x) = “tl (x) = t,(x)“, for some terms tr, t2. Let 
t(x) = (tl(x), tz(x)) (where ( ) is Cantor pairing). t(x) is a term, and if s(u) is the 
C,-formula (u): = (u): (where ( )r denotes the rth inverse function of the (Cantor) 
k-tuple pairing function), then a)(x) c+ 6(t (x)). 
(ii) Now we check the existential step (the universal step is similar). Let 
B(x) = “3~ < t(x) 0(u, x),,. By induction hypothesis, T Hfo, x (f?(v, x) t+&(u, x))), 
with BE&,. Hence 
T l-‘i’x (G(x) *(3u < t(x) 3z < te (t(x), x) z = t&, x) A e(z))). 
We want to show that, for some ZE,,-formula y and an L,-term t, 
Tl-Vu,x [(U-C t(x)Az= t&,x))wy(u,t(x),z)]. 
(*) 
This is done by induction on the complexity of to. Let us suppose that (ti: i < k) is 
a sequence of terms so that: 
- tk= te, 
- for any i < k, either ti = 0, 1 or one variable or ti =A(tr, t,), for r, s < i, andfi any 
function Symbol of LO. 
Let us set t(x) = ( t0 (t (x), x), . . , , &(t(x), x), t(x), x). Now one tan check by induc- 
tion on i < k that, for each i < k, there exists a &-formula @i such that 
T k VU, X [(U < t(X) A Z = ti(U, X)) ++ @i(Uy i?(X), z)] (**) 
(it is here that the &definition ofJ is used). So let y = Qik. By inserting (**) for k in 
(*), we get 
T k Vx [a(x) t, (3~ < (t(x));;: 3z < (t(x));+” y(u, t(x), z) A e(z))]. 
This concludes the proof. 0 
So if we have two models M, N and n E M with the required properties, and m < 2” 
such that M + Y(m) and N + 1 Y(m) for Y in UnEH Zn, then it suffices to take the 
&,-formula F and fi = tl(m) corresponding to Y by Fact 2.10. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.6(b). 0 
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Since the XE-sets, for nE N, in the polynomial hierarchy correspond to the sets 
definable in N by Zn-formulas, we tan consider the corresponding notations: for n E N, 
let us define rp CE = IIE iff for any model M of T, (En)M = (lli)“. By similar 
methods, one tan prove: 
Theorem 2.12. For any nE N, if T is SF, for m 2 n + 1, or IA0 + Oi, then T @ 
En+, = G+, ifl there exist M and N models of T such that 
(1) M ZE N, 
(2) M CE N and M is identical to N up to log(M), 
(3) M +k N and M &+, N. 
(By M <Zn N, we mean that M c N and for any Ci-formula @, and any a in M, 
M + Q(a) iff N + Q(a).) 
Remark. If n 2 1, then (2) is superfluous. 
For stronger theories, one tan formulate the result in terms of “nice inclusion”. This 
result bears a striking resemblance with a theorem of Wilkie: 
Theorem 2.13 (Wilkie [13]). Let n E N and let M be a model of PA. Then M admits an 
end-extension N so that 
(1) M = N, 
(2) M%,NbutMAz,+,N. 
So C,-formulas correspond to Xi-formulas, end-extensions correspond to clause (2) 
in Theorem 2.12. And, of course, in any model M of PA, one has (C, + 1 )M # (KI,, + 1 )“). 
So PA ff C,,, = II,,,. 
For n = 0, there are two proofs [13, 141 of Wilkie’s theorem: 
(a) One is based on the existente of a simple Set. But the proof of this fact is direct: it 
is not deduced from the inequality Ci # II, . So the method cannot be applied in the 
context of Ci-formulas. 
(b) The other proof combines results of McAloon, Matijasevic, Rabin and Wilkie. 
But the equivalent of the Matijasevic theorem [S] in the NP-context is the conjecture 
of Manders and Adleman “D = NP” (see [SI), and is still open. 
Starting from “NP # Co-NP” and “D = NP”, it is in fact possible to adapt the 
second proof. 
Hence (to our relief), Theorem 2.5 does not seem to be obtainable by a direct 
application of Wilkie’s methods. Conversely our method yields a (third) proof of 
Wilkie’s theorem. 
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3. A weak Version of NP n Co-NP = P 
Buss’s theorem tan be thought of as 
S;+) @~NPnco-NP * S: p @CP”. 
Let us state it in the formulation of [2]: 
Theorem 3.1 (Buss [l] and Hajek and Pudlak [2, Corollary 4.35, Ch. 53). Let CD be 
a At-formula with respect to Si. Then there exists e E N so that 
Sj F Vx (8(x) c-t {e}(x) = 1). 
Hence {XE Ful: N + Q(x)} belongs to P. (The notion (e} is dejined in Theorem 1.7(b).) 
What we get is inspired from Buss’s theorem but is more of the form 
“Si p @~NPnco-NP +- S: p @CP”. 
Proposition 3.2. Let 8 be a C~-jörmula and let there be k E N and a sequence (Ei: i < k) 
of l-I:-formulas such that 
Si t- W(VX (G(X) ++ @i(X)). 
iik 
Then there exists eE N such that 
S: t- 34 Vx (G(x) ++({e}(u, x) = 1)). 
Hence {x E N: N k Q(x)} belongs to P. 
We write (e} (x, y) instead of {e} ((x, y)) where ( , ) is any coding of pairs such that: 
(i) there is a term t so that, for any x, y, (x, y) < t(x, y), 
(ii) the inverse functions (u):, (u): are computable in polynomial time, provably in 
S:. 
Buss’s theorem is a consequence of the following result about provably total 
functions: 
Theorem 3.3 (Buss Cl] and Hajek and Pudlak [2, Theorem 4.32, Ch. 51). Let CP be 
a IZt-formula such that Si I-Vx 3y @(x, y). Then there exists eE N such that S: FVx 
@(x, {e>(x)). 
In Order to prove Proposition 3.2, we will need the following: 
Proposition 3.4. Let 6 be a VII!-sentence and let @ be a IQ-formula. Zf Si I- 6 v Vx 3y 
@(x, y), then for some eE N, Sl !- 3u (6 v Vx @(x, {e}(u, x))). (A VII;-sentence is 
a sentence of the form “Vu y(u)” where y belongs to l-It.) 
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The proof of Proposition 3.4 is based on the model-theoretical proof which is due to 
Wilkie [ 151 of Buss’s theorem. We shall refer here to the slightly different exposition of 
Hajek and Pudlak [2]. 
First we review a few notions and results. The reference is [2]. 
Definition and result 3.5. (a) Let (x), = y denote the fact that “the zth term of the 
sequence x is y” (with the coding of sequences in [2, Ch. 5, Section 4). 
(b) The function (x, z) H(X), is polynomial time computable, provably in Si. 
Hence its graph is At relatively to S:. 
Definition and result 3.6. (a) Let L^,, be the language of Bounded Arithmetic L0 
augmented with the binary Operation (x),. The corresponding classes are denoted by 
eb,, Lt, n;, . . . 
A formula @ is stritt-21 if it is of the form 3x < t(y) Y(x, y) where Y E 2: 
(respectively stritt-fit if of the form Vx < t(y) Y(x, y)). 
(b) Every Ci-formula is equivalent to a stritt-2: formula. (Clearly every Zl-formula 
is equivalent to a Xi-formula.) 
(c) Every Cb,-formula tan be tested in polynomial time, provably in Si. 
Definition and result 3.7. (a) Let M be a model of S: and a E M. The Ur-closure of a in 
M is the set {XE M: M + v(e, a, x, 21”“), eE N} which we denote by {(e}“(a): eE N}. 
(b) The fl!-closure K of a in M is a et-elementary substructure of M. We write 
K ceb, M. 
If M is a model of S;, a OF-closure in M need not be a model of S:. But the following 
model K* is obtained as a Union of Ur-closure and satisfies S:: 
Theorem 3. (Theorem 4.31 in [2] + one element of its proof). Let M be a countable 
model of Si, K c M, b E K, and let Y(x) be stritt-fit. lf 
(1) K is the Ul-closure of some element of M, 
(2) K is not cojinal in M, 
(3) K k Y(b)> 
then there is a substructure K* such that K c K* c M satisfying K* + Y(b), K* b Si 
and K* <ft M. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let us assume first that 6 is trl?!, @ is X2 and that Si I- 
6 v Vx 3y @(x, y). Suppose that 6 is Vo y(u) for y in Ab,. Our goal is to show that, for 
some e E N, Si t Vu (y(u) v Vx @(x, {e} (u, x))). 
We argue by contradiction: let us assume that, for any e E N, 
Si Y Vu (Y(u) v vx Wx, (4 Cu, 4)). (*) 
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Claim 3.9. F = Si u {i y(d)} u (7 @(c, {e}(d, c)): eE N} is consistent. 
Proof. Suppose T is inconsistent. Then, for some k~ N, 
Si u (1 Y (41 + W @(G ie> (4 4). 
e<k 
Since @ E I?l;, it is tested in polynomial time, and hence for some JE N 
Therefore Sj F Qx, y (y(x) v @(y, {f} (x, y))). This contradicts ( * ). Hence Fis consis- 
tent. 0 
Since Pis consistent, T = TU {21max(c,d)lk < b: kfz N} is also consistent. Let M + T, 
let K = ((e}“(d, ) c : eE kl}. By result 3.5, K is a Z?b,-elementary substructure of M. 
Hence we get that 
K l= QY 1 @(c, Y). 
Also K is not cofinal in M. 
Claim 3.10. (Weak Version of Parikh’s theorem [SI). Let 5 be Qv y(u) where 
7E LWI Xi, and set 6~ UnEWI Xi. If Si F SV Qx 3y &(x, y), then there exists a term t in 
L,, such that 
s: FQU (Y(u) v Qx 3y Q t (u, x) qx, y)). 
Proof. Let us suppose the conclusion is false. Let A = SJ u (1 y(d)} u 
{Qy G 2Imax(c,W ~6(c, y): n E N}. One tan check that A is consistent. If M + A and 
if M = {XE M: there is t such that x 6 t(d, c)}, then &? satisfies Sl + l?(d) + 
QY-I 6(c, y). This contradicts our hypothesis. 0 
Let us return now to our original Qfiz-sentence 6 and to the C$formula @. Our 
fiz-formula y belongs to Et. Therefore we tan apply Claim 3.10 and obtain a term 
t such that 
s; E Qu (y(u) v Qx 3y d t (u, x) @(x, y)). (**) 
We are now in the following Situation: 
(1) If Y (x, y) is the stritt-fii-formula “Qv < t (y, x) 1 @(x, o)“, then K + Y (c, d). 
(2) K is not cofinal in M. 
(3) K is the l’J:-closure of (c, d). 
So by Theorem 3.8, there exists K* such that K c K* E M and such that 
K* + Y (c, d), K* k Si, and K* -+g M. 
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Now d E K* and M + 1 y(d). Since y is fib,, we obtain that K* + 1 y(d). Therefore 
K* + Si and K* + 1 y(d) A Vu d t(d, c) -I @(c, u). This contradicts ( ** ). Hence there 
must exists e E N such that 
SS EVa (Y(U) v Vx @(x, {e} (u, x))). 
The fact that we tan assume @EC; instead of 2; is 
(it suffices to group two existential quantifiers). 
Let us suppose now that 6 E VII~ . So there exists 
s: k 6crVUVU< z(u) Y(u,u). 
classical, and we omit the proof 
Y E 9: such that 
Hence Si t--6 *VW y(w), where y is the zb,-formula defined as “(w)r < 
z((w),,)+ Y((w),, (w),)” (we use here the function (x), defined in result 3.5, not the 
inverse functions of the Cantor pairing). By applying the previous result, we obtain 
that, for some eG N, 
S: t- Vu (Y(U) v Vx @(X, {e}(u, x))). 
Hence Sj !- 3u (6 v Vx @(x, {e} (u, x))). The proof of Proposition 3.4 is complete. 0 
Let us apply Proposition 3.4 in Order to get Proposition 3.2. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let @ be a Ct-formula such that, for some finite sequence 
(@i: i < k) Of TI:-formulas, 
By result 3.6(b), we tan assume that: 
- for i < k, @i(X) = VU < ti(X) Yi(X, U), 
- a(x) = 3~ d t(x) Y(x, u), where Y, Yi for i < k belong to eb,. We have 
s: + w/Cvx C(@(x) + @i(X)) A(@i(x) + @(x))l)3 
ick 
and hence 
Si + W(VX(@(X) + @i(X)) AVX(@i(X) + Q(X))). 
iik 
Again we consider k as the set (0, 1, . . . , k - l}. By the distributivity of v relatively 
to A, we obtain 
For 
Si + /j(J 
[( 
WVX(@(X) + @i(X)) V WVX(@i(X) + CP(X) 
H )l . Isk id jEk\l 1 E k, let ZI, be the Vl$-formula 
Wvx (@(x) -) @i(x)). 
id 
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By weakening our assertion a little bit, for each I c k we obtain 
LS: +II, V VX 3U 
( 
W (0 < tj(X) A 1 Yj(X, U) 
> 
V (V < t(X) A Y(X, 0)) 
> 
. 
jek\I 
By Proposition 3.4, there exists eIE N such that 
Si + nI V 3U VX w/ (ie,} (4 X) < tj(X) A 1 Yj(X, {e,}(u, X))) 
jsk\I 
v({eI)(u,x)6 W~~(x,{eI}(44)) 
1 
. (***) 
Claim 3.11. 
s: t- 324 w [Vx(@(x) * ( {eI> (u, x) G t(x) A y(x, {ed (u, x)))]. 
ICK 
Proof. Let M /= Si and let 
J = (i < k: M k 1 (VX (Q(X) + @i(X)))}. 
By definition of J, M + TU,. Hence (*w) implies the existente of uJ E M such that 
M l= Vx W((e_t>( U~,x)d ti(X)AlYi(x,{eJ}(UJ,X))) 
iok\J 
v({eJ>(uJ,X) G +)A Yb, {e,>(h x))) 1 . 
Let x E M and let us assume that 
M~l({e,}(u~,x)~t(~)~lY(x,(e~}(u~,~))). 
There must exist i E k\J such that 
Mk {eJ} (u.r, x) < ti(x) A 1 Yi(x, (eJ> (UJ, x)). 
This implies M + 1 Qi(x). Since i E k\J, M i= Vx (G(x) -+ c&(x)), and hence necessarily 
M + -I Q(x). So we have obtained 
M I= VxC@(x) -({e.7)(U.r,~) G r(x)~ Y(x, {eJ)h,x))l. 
This entails 
M l= 3~ ~W(@(x) ++({e,>(% x) < t(x)~ Y(x, {e,>(u, x)))l. 0 c 
Now, since every z$formula tan be tested in polynomial time, provably in Si, there 
is some set of integers {J: i < 2k} such that 
S: t- 3u W(Vx (Q(x) t-f ({A} (u, x) = 1))) . 
i<Zk 1 
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Let us dehne 
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if (& = i < Zk, 
otherwise. 
Then g is polynomial time computable, provably in Si. Hence there exists e E N such 
that g(u, x) = {e}(u, x). We have 
Si E 314 Vx (Q(x) tt {e} (24, x) = 1). 
This implies that {XE N: N + CP(x)} belongs to P. This concludes the proof of 
Proposition 3.2. 0 
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